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J S BACH Toccata & Fugue in D minor BWV 565
CHOPIN Funeral March (from Piano Sonata No. 2 in B-flat minor Op 35)
SCHARWENKA Polish Dance no. 3
GRANADOS Spanish Dance no.4 in G
GRIEG Funeral March (In memory of Rikard Nordraak)
DEBUSSY La cathédrale engloutie (Préludes, Book 1 no. 10)
RACHMANINOV Prelude in C-sharp minor (Op. 3 No. 2)
MUSSORGSKY Pictures at an exhibition
I
Promenade
II
The Gnome
III
The Old Castle
IV
Tuileries (Dispute between children at play)
V
Bydlo
VI
Ballet of the Unhatched Chicks
VII
Samuel Goldenberg and Schmuÿle
VIII
The Market at Limoges
IX
The Catacombs
X
The Hut on Hen’s Legs (Baba Yaga)
XI
The Great Gate of Kiev

(9’53”)
(10’26”)
(4’10”)
(5’15”)
(7’47”)
(6’46”)
(3’46”)
(30’29”)
(1’26”)
(2’32”)
(3’39”)
(1’04”)
(3’51”)
(1’21”)
(2’17”)
(1’18”)
(5’27”)
(2’32”)
(5’06”)
(78’42”)

London Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Nicholas Braithwaite
The above individual timings will normally each include two pauses. One before the beginning of each movement or work, and one after the end.
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Pictures at an Exhibition
Mussorgsky
La cathédrale engloutie Debussy
Polish Dance Scharwenka
Toccata & Fugue JS Bach
Spanish Dance Granados
Marche funèbre Chopin
Funeral March Grieg
Prelude Rachmaninov

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) (or ch. ‘Paul Klenovsky’)
Toccata and Fugue i n D minor, BWV 565
After the First World War critical opinion turned against romantic orchestral arrangements
of piano and organ works, and Henry Wood in particular tended to be singled out for critical
censure. So when, in 1929 he produced his orchestration of Bach’s well-known organ Toccata
and Fugue in D minor for a vast orchestra – bigger even than that required by Stokowski for
his familiar orchestration – and introduced it at a Promenade concert on 5 October 1929,
he ascribed the arrangement to ‘Paul Klenovsky’ and gave it the date ‘Moscow, 1923’. It had
a warm critical reception and was played many times. Eventually Wood had to admit the
deception when it came to be published. Wood then wrote:
‘I only announced it scored by Paul Klenovsky, as a blind to the Press, as I got
very fed up with them, always finding fault with any arrangement or
orchestrations that I made – “heavy Wagner handling”, “spoiling the original”
etc. etc. but directly this Piece appeared, with my untrue concocted story
which of course I had put in all the programmes, the Press, the musicians of
the Orchestra and the officials of the BBC fell into the trap, and said the
scoring was wonderful, Klenovsky had the real flare for true colour etc. - and
performance after performance was given and asked for. Had I put it out
under my own name the result would have been one performance - slated and
shelved. So for the future all my scoring will be announced as by Paul
Klenovsky - although such a person never existed.’
Of course Wood, having blown his cover could never use Klenovsky again, though this score
has long been habitually referred to as ‘Wood-Klenovsky’, and Toscanini programmed it in
New York in February 1936.
Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849)
‘Funeral March’ from t he Pi ano Sonata No. 2 in B-flat minor Op 35
Although the manuscript of this orchestration – which is for a large orchestra with bells and
organ - is dated 1905, its first performance appears to have been that given to mark the
death of the celebrated violinist Joseph Joachim on 15 August 1907, and it was played ‘In
memoriam’ at the Promenade concert on 17 August 1907, the first night that year,
conducted by Wood. The entire audience stood for it. Joachim’s last appearance with the
Queen’s Hall Orchestra had in fact been under Wood’s baton on 4 May 1901. Wood’s
objective is sonority, and he transposes the piece into B minor and asks the cellos to tune
their C string down to B so that the open string gives added sonority to the texture. The
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bells, alone, like solemnly ringing Russian church or cathedral bells, a Wood invention, and
which leads directly into the finale.
XI La Porte des Bohatyrs de Kiev (The gate of the Warriors at Kiev) Generally known
as ‘The Great Gate of Kiev’, Hartmann’s drawing was of a gate, in ostentatiously archaic
Russian style, crowned by a cupola in the shape of an ancient Slavonic helmet. It was never
built, but had been commissioned to celebrate the failure of an assassination attempt on the
life of Czar Alexander II at Kiev. In this movement Mussorgsky was taking as his model the
‘Slavsiya’ finale from Glinka’s opera A Life for the Czar. Wood transposes the movement to
C major to enable him to underpin the sound with a 32-foot organ pedal at the end.
Wood withdrew his version of ‘Pictures’ when Ravel’s appeared, but as we can hear it
has a very distinctive character of its own, and deserves to be heard.
LEWIS FOREMAN

www.lyrita.co.uk
Notes © 2007 Lyrita Recorded Edition, England
Cover: Photographs of Sir Henry Wood from the Lewis Foreman collection.
JS Bach & Mussorgsky
Recording location and date: 10-11 January 1990, Watford Town Hall
Recording Producer: Morten Winding
Recording Engineer: John Pellowe
All other works
Recording location and date: 6 July 1993, Watford Town Hall
Recording Producer: Morten Winding
Recording Engineer: Trygg Tryggvason
Post-production engineering: John Dunkerley
WARNING Copyright subsists in all Lyrita Recordings. Any unauthorised broadcasting. public
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performance may be obtained from Phonographic Performance Ltd., 1 Upper James Street, London,
W1F 9DE
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V Bydlo (A lumbering ox wagon.) Bydlo is Polish for a heavy ox-cart. It grows louder
as it comes nearer and nearer, and is surely the model for Elgar’s ‘The Wagon Passes’
written years later. The steady beat of the pedal timpani and bass drum at the climax evokes
the pounding of the horse’s hooves. The idiosyncratic sound of camel bells in this piece was
almost certainly suggested to its orchestrator by Bantock’s use of that exotic instrument in
the camel caravan movement of part I of Omar Khayyam. Eventually the music fades to
silence as the Bydlo passes.
VI Ballet de Poussins d ans leur coques (Ballet of chicks emerging from their shells)
This evokes a costume design for the ballet ‘Trilby’ showing chicks half-emerged from their
shells. Wood gives us another delicate orchestral texture, particularly interesting for the use
of six solo violins. At the first performance of this movement Sir Henry reported (in his
autobiography) that laughing was heard in all parts of the hall.
VII Samuel Goldenberg et Schmuÿle (Portraits of two old Jews, one rich, one poor.)
Wood’s orchestration underlines the character of the two, and demonstrates his remarkable
ear for orchestral sound. The Goldenberg theme is played by double basses and woodwind,
the bass clarinet giving the required oily personality. The whining Schmuyle is on oboe, cor
anglais and muted horn. This movement is particularly interesting for the use of the harp
with paper threaded between the strings, an effect called for only a year or two before by
Bax in his Spring Fire, a score that would have been known to Wood who intended playing
it at the Norwich Festival, unfortunately cancelled owing to the outbreak of the First World
War.
VIII Limoges - Le Marché (The Market at Limoges) This vivid market scene evokes the
babble of voices. First the wind then the strings and finally the whole orchestra creates the
cheerful din.
IX Catacombae (sepulcrum Romanum) - Cum mo rtuis in lingua mortua (With the
dead in a dead language) The two connected movements evoke a picture of the Paris
catacombs. Wood loves doing spooky music, here with long held sounds far in the bass.
Curiously Rosa Newmarch did not include it in her programme note suggesting that for
some performances Wood may have omitted this movement.
X La Cabane sur les pattes de Poule (The Witches Hut) Hartman’s actual design was
for a clock representing the hut of the monstrous Russian witch Baga-Yaga. This was the hut
on fowls’ legs. Unlike other orchestrations, here Wood cuts Mussorgsky’s concluding Allegro
Molto and so the music does not rush headlong into the opening bars of the Finale. Rather,
to give it due solemnity, Wood has an eleven bar introduction scored for huge ‘mushroom’
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printed score, curiously, gives the title only in German and French (‘Trauer-Märsch aus der
Sonata Op 35’ and ‘Marche Funèbre from the Sonata Op 35’). Later both Elgar and
Stokowski produced their own highly idiosyncratic versions.
Xaver Schar wenka (1850-1924)
P olish Dance no. 3 (from Three Polish National Dances)
Actually Franz Xaver Scharwenka, a celebrated pianist and brother of composer Philipp
Scharwenka. Xaver Scharwenka was particularly known for the singing display of his Piano
Concerto in B-flat minor and his Polish Dances for piano. This dance is actually no. 1 from
his set of 16 Polish National Dances Op 3 (1869). Popular sentiment in the UK during the
First World War was pro-Polish, and a notable musical expression of solidarity came in
Elgar’s Polonia. The achievement of Polish independence in 1919 was doubtless the reason
for Sir Henry Wood to mark it at the Proms, and he orchestrated three of the ‘Polish
National Dances’ at his home at Appletree Farm, Chorley Wood in the Summer of 1919. He
completed the score on 6 July and the three were first heard at a Promenade Concert at
Queen’s Hall on 23 September that year.
Enrique Granados (1867-1916)
Spanish Dance no. 4 in G
The Spanish composer Enrique Granados was among those lost when the steamer Sussex
was torpedoed by a German U-boat off Dover in January 1916. Wood responded in October
that year by programming the completed part of Granados’s huge orchestral work on
Dante’s Divine Comedy, which was called Dante and Virgil. Subsequently Wood produced a
set of Five Spanish Dances largely from Granados’s Danzas Españolas, Op 37, but placing
them in a different sequence to the composer and having an extract from Goyescas as the
middle one. They were first heard at the Proms on 8 September 1917 and were recorded in
December that year. We play Wood’s no. 4, ‘Andaluza’, which is actually Granados’s no. 5,
and to make matters even more confusing it was first played as Wood’s Second Dance. The
music opens brilliantly though delicately scored, introducing an increasingly animated
Spanish dance, complete with castanets. A contrasted middle section, Andante, is
introduced by solo oboe and horn, before the opening music returns and the movement
ends with an elaborate glittering harp glissando.
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Edvard Grieg (1843-1907)
Funer al March [for Richard Nordraak]
The death of Edvard Grieg on 4 September 1907 prompted Robert Newman to promote two
‘In Memoriam’ concerts at Queen’s Hall, both during the closing days of that year’s Proms,
one an orchestral concert, the other a chamber concert. Interestingly they took place at 3:00
pm on Wednesday afternoons on days when there would be promenade concerts in the
evening. Wood conducted the orchestral concert on 16 October for which he hastily
orchestrated what he billed as ‘Trauermarsch’ to close the proceedings. Grieg was very
popular and had only been seen in London seven years before so this was an emotional close
to an emotional occasion. The piece that Wood chose was the Funeral March for Richard
Nordraak, originally for military band, which Wood again gave the maximum orchestral
sonority. As in the Chopin Funeral March, he briefly asks for solo violin in the middle
section.
Claude Debussy ( 1862-1918)
La cathédrale engloutie
Debussy’s celebrated piano piece from his first book of Préludes was heard in London on 2
June 1910. Much later it became known in an orchestration by Henri Büsser, not heard until
1927, and even later in a now better-known one by Leopold Stokowski. Thus when Wood
came to score it in 1919 for the first Post War season of Promenade Concerts at Queen’s
Hall, where it was played on 6 September 1919, he was making a pioneering transcription.
The opening tempo marking is ‘Profoundly calm (in a gentle sonorous mist)’, and the use of
gong, bells (tubular and mushroom bells) and two harps in a vast very quiet orchestral
texture, with the lowest notes of the organ, gives Wood the means to generate two
remarkably powerful and impressive orchestral crescendos and an equally affecting fadeout. For Wood this was, surely, a memorial piece for Debussy who had died in 1918.
Sergei Rachmaninov (1873-1943)
P relude in C-sharp minor, Op 3 no. 2
The enormous popularity of Rachmaninov’s piano prelude led various orchestrators to
make attempts at transcriptions. Even in the days of acoustic recording there were nine
different versions by unattributed orchestrators, and others later. Henry Wood always
tended to score for a massive sound, but here by the use of deep organ pedals he creates a
remarkable effect. It was first heard at the Proms at Queen’s Hall on 20 September 1913 and
Wood recorded it in October 1915, though the crude acoustic recorded sound of the day
failed to do it justice.
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Modest Mussorgsky (1839-1881)
P ictures at an exhibitio n
In 1874 an exhibition was held in St Petersburg to commemorate the art of Victor
Hartmann, architect, designer and watercolourist. Hartmann was a close friend of
Mussorgsky, and when he died unexpectedly at the age of 39, the composer was griefstricken. The memorial exhibition of Hartmann’s work inspired Mussorgsky to write his
celebrated piano suite, evoking certain pictures and objects in the exhibition. It was
obviously a candidate for orchestration, and many composers have been tempted, although
only that by Ravel (1922) has become really popular. The first orchestrator was an obscure
student of Rimsky Korsakov, Michail Tushmalov, whose version dates from 1891 and was
performed by Sir Henry Wood on 7 September 1916, after he had launched his own version.
Early in 1915, Rosa Newmarch suggested to Sir Henry Wood that he should orchestrate the
work, and Wood responded with this version, completed on 17 April 1915. Wood recorded it
in truncated form (only ‘Promenade’, ‘Gnomus’, ‘The Ox-Wagon’, ‘Dispute’; ‘Ballet of the
Chicks’ and ‘The Gate of Kiev’) on four 78rpm sides during February and March 1920. Wood
used a very large orchestra, and omits one feature of the original score, the promenades
between the movements, retaining only the first as a movement in its own right. In 1922
Ravel produced his version and it quickly became pre-eminent and despite occasional BBC
performances Wood’s version was quietly forgotten. Thus we have:
I Promenade With its marking Allegro giusto, bel modo russico, Wood makes clear
from the outset this is a Russian evocation. The succession of bars in 5/4 and 6/4 suggest the
varied pace of the viewers moving from picture to picture.
II Gnomus (A grotesque dwarf.) This movement is notable for the basses having to
tune their fourth strings down to D-flat, and for the sound of the harp played with a
plectrum.
III Il Vecchio Castello (The old castle.) The tune which Ravel later gave to the
saxophone is here played by off-stage euphonium with accompanying ‘small Indian drum’
and cornet.
IV Tuileries - Dispute d’enfants apres jeux (Children quarrelling in the famous
Parisian park.) Wood called it ‘In the Tuileries Gardens’. His scoring is very delicate here,
calling only for three flutes, three clarinets, two horns, triangle and solo violin. Rosa
Newmarch pointed out that the music makes it clear that these are Russian not French
children, writing ‘”Nianya, Nianya” (Nursie, nursie) – we plainly hear the high-pitched
fretful voice (solo violin) crying in the opening bar’. There is a lull as the children agree to
be good (in Russian) but soon start quarrelling again.
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